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a growing commun ity of scientists, artists and 
hobbyists tinkering, playing, experimenting w ith 
biology outs ide of professional settings 

D IYbio.org, founded by Mackenzie Cowell and jason 
Babe in 2008, serves as a meeting point for 
practitioners around the world, with over 1900 
members, from professional scientists to artists and 
hobbyists. 

As expressed by DIYbio.org, the community 
values " making biology an accessib le pursuit for 
citizen sc ientists, amateur biologists, and do-it
yourself biological engineers w ho va lue openness 
and safety" 

DIYbio projects worldwide cover a spectrum of 
art, science and engineering, including DNA 
extraction, developing b iosensors, cu lturing 
bioluminescent bacteria, designing m icrobial fuel 
cel ls, or replicating lab equipment with off -the
shelf parts, to name a few. 

DIYbio +the general public 

DIYbio + professional scientists 

DIYbio has intentionally positioned itself as a 
movement outside of and in some ways 
opposed to professional biology. From its 
motivations (to 'open source' sc ience), to the 
aesthetics of tinkering w ith organ ic materials 
and its close associations with existing 
hackspaces, DIYbio's agenda is not one of 
academic research. At the same time, material 
constraints, safety concerns and the 
complexity of the sc ience necessitate 
biologists to remain at the core of DIYbio. 

How can information and materials be 
shared more f luid ly across professional and 
DIY domains? 

D IYbio encourages people to partic ipate in 
' hands on science' through workshops, 
c lasses, etc., while also navigating the many 
public concerns regarding its practices. Its 
outward-facing efforts, from a code of ethics 
to mechan isms that make lab work more 
transparent, publically address questions of 
safety and ethics. 

What technologies and practices can support 
transparency and 'demystify science'? 

Organic + digital materials 
Common electronics-Arduino, sensors, servo motors, 
etc.-are combined with more professional lab 
equipment to culture, study or modify organic 
specimens such as e. coli, c. elegans, zebrafish or 
snai ls. The underlying seam- between living organisms 
and digital technologies- results in imaginative, 
innovative and sometimes strange workarounds across 
issues such as storage, disposal, time and uncertainty. 

What then are the cha llenges and impl ications of 
these emerging hybrids, which leverage living 
organisms as inputs and outputs into digital systems? 


